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Leader’s Guide: Do not feel like you need to use all these questions for your CG discussion. Pick and choose 
what you think would be best for your group. After listening to the sermon, you may have your own points for 
discussion.  

Here is the link to the sermon podcasts and archives of these Study Guides: 
http://cornerstonesimi.com/#/resourcesmediaclasses 

______________________________________ 
1.  This weekend, Todd talked about fear, specifically, the fear that people should have. The writer of Hebrews 
wrote in 4:1: “...let us fear lest any of you should seem to have failed to reach it.” But the question in regards 
to fear is: “How does one fail ‘to reach it’?” This is what should be feared! The answer is found in 3:19: “...they 
were unable to enter because of unbelief.” Therefore, the fear all people should have is the fear of unbelief 
towards God. What are some areas of your life where you see “unbelief towards God”? Explain these areas by 
discussing them in regards to your lack of fear towards your unbelief. 
 
2.  Verse 2 takes what has been said in verse 1 a little bit further. The writer frames it by helping his readers to 
understand the nature of true saving faith. A person can hear the message, but unless he or she responds with 
faith, it will “not benefit them.” Todd gave the definition of faith in this verse as: “The attitude of trusting God 
wholeheartedly.” This trust is what brings the ‘rest’ that this passage is all about. So, the more one trusts, the 
more one rests. Go back to the previous question about unbelief. How has your failure to trust made it more 
difficult to rest? Explain. 
 
3.  In verses 3-5, the writer of Hebrews explains the ‘rest’ that is available to God’s people, or those who trust 
God. In verse 1, he called it “his rest,” and in verses 3 and 5, he calls it “my rest.” His purpose was to 
demonstrate that God calls the rest being offered to his people “my rest.” It is a rest that is qualitatively the 
same rest that God enjoys, the rest that he himself has enjoyed since he finished creation in Genesis 2:2. It is 
HIS rest that he shares with us. It is. Take some time as a group to discuss what God’s rest is. Why is his rest so 
much better than the rest we tend to pursue? Don’t hurry past this! 
 
4.  According to verses 6-10, the only way this rest could be missed was through a hardened or disbelieving or 
disobedient heart. The psalm that he quotes was one that was read every Sabbath evening, as a constant 
reminder that we are always in danger of an unbelieving heart. A wholehearted trust brings his rest now, but 
there is also a future rest in New Creation where full faith and rest are realized. Why must his rest be a daily, 
growing reality? Explain. 
 
5.  The outcome of this is that the writer called the people to “strive to enter that rest, so that no one may fall 
by the same sort of disobedience” (v 11). Don’t hurry past that! He didn’t write that we should strive harder to 
avoid disobedience, but that we are to strive harder to enter “that rest.” Why is striving “to enter that rest” so 
important in avoiding disobedience to God? Explain. How do verses 12-13 apply to this thought? 
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